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Journey to the 

hidden treasure



This is a unknown story of two girls that went far away 

from home to found something that can make them 

happier…



Some old sage told them that far away was an 

island with a special treasure …



They were very excited and curious about it and 

they decided to go…



A mysterious woman 

asked them:

What are you looking for?



Suddenly a lot of girls came around that wise woman 

asking for the treasure…



I will tell you about the treasure but I want to know who 

are you and where are you coming from?

The girls 

told stories 

about them 

and their 

countries 

and shared 

some 

food and 

drinks 

together …



It will be many tests

to rich the treasure…



This is A Malta Knight which will help me 

to guide you to the treasure! 



“I am the cross”… said the Knight … “ NIMXU !”… 

The girls understood  to follow the symbols !



Everybody presented their strategies



Then they followed their guide



He leaded them to meet the famous J. Beautiful Soul



That day they found some clues…

and forgot others…



It was time for a new plan



The Knight revealed some ancient Gudja secrets



The secret gardens of knowledge opened …



The girls were happier … still looking for the hole 

treasure …



They looked in every place around …



The guiding light  showed them the road 

for the next day…



The signs show that the water test was passed …

they were sailing in a calm sea…



They went to meet a famous scientist and his students…



He told them about his girls school 

from St. Lucia

and about the mind machine …



Mind…

how to control it ...



They learned about invisible worlds…



Their mind was confused…



In that place was hidden an answer …



Receiving passing cards to go further…

They entered into a big library



Something unusual happened … they saw themselves 

through others eyes



They remembered to ask for guidance 

to the  wise Lady and the Knight



The door of the temple opened…



La Valletta 



Look higher!



It was time to move on …



Now they knew the way…





New horizons opened



They found their inner peace 

at the end of the day





The Lady confirmed that a new step was fulfilled



Next day a Church boys school opened its gates …



They begun a new trip



It was an entrance to a childhood universe



Everything amazed them



Their practical abilities were awakened



They remembered home … but not for a long time



They started to sing



Musical toys were all around



Their abstract mind needed to be fed



They learned to observe…

it was a group experience…



Let’s move !



Let’s play!



They pick up the fruits from every experience



Blooming



Their trip continued that day with other encounters



It was an example of using drama



The ballet also …



They imagine themselves dancing



With passion also



They imagined themselves famous stars



Follow us !



The Silent City is waiting



Mdina 



The portal …what shall we do?



Friendship opens new gates



They tried to contact aliens



The connection was ON



Aliens responded



Revealing some mysteries beyond the silence



They succeed to pass the gate



Next day they awakened under a tree



All right girls… start the game at St. Lucia school



We did it! Tajjeb hafna!



Creating worlds



Singing in the paint



Little things are making the great ones



Good work girls!



Time for happiness at the end of the day



Aliens saved the first part of the next day



Girls learned about multiple intelligences



They are self confident now



They are seeing multiple dimensions



The treasure is so close !



Let’s go inside Hagar Qim !



Time for own rebuilding



Be in contact with your inner self



You are like this hole plant …

dare to see what is inside you!



Moving stones in front of the inner gate



Together



With every one



The force of the group



The treasure was founded …



In every moment


